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April 18, 1973

Dear Roy:

Enclosed is a picture of Jenifer that Dolores and I thought you might like to have.

Hope all is well with you. Everyone sends their love.
April 19, 1973

Dear Mom and Dad:

Enclosed is a picture of Jenifer that Dolores and I thought you might enjoy. Also enclosed for Mom is a picture from Henry Kissinger.

It was great seeing you both when I was out a few weeks ago -- dinner was delicious! Dolores, Jenifer and I are getting ready for a trip to Florida this Friday with the President. Hope all is well with both of you. Everyone sends their love.
April 17, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR:  PARTY
FR:  L.

MAKE SURE I CALL MRS. BURGESS ABOUT TENNIS.
1. Body work or straight mechanical?
2. weather stripping around doors to prevent wind noise
   weather stripping or new tracks for windows (they now
   rattle slightly in each door
3. Check tachometer
4. Go through electrical system to ck. why clock stopped
   ..also interior overhead light
5. ck. radio static
6. new floor mats or carpeting for front
7. left door doesn't close easy ... little noisy ... hood
   needs new piece in front end so it closes properly ...
   one piece has rusted loose
April 16, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR: T. O'DONNELL
FR: P. PRESOCK

Larry would like you to check out the Rietz tennis club situation. Also, he saw in yesterday's POST (sports section) an advertisement regarding a new tennis court in Annendale. Please check this out.
April 5, 1973

MEMO TO: PATTY
FR: L. HIGBY

Pickup some flour and corn tortillas - a couple of packages of each - out here in Calif. to take pack.
April 12, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN
FROM: L. HICBY

Attached are the tax returns for the President and Mrs. Nixon and the estimated tax form for their signature. Also attached are the tax forms for the Federal and New York state income tax returns for Edward and Tricia Cox.

After the forms are completed, we should telephone Roger Barth at IRS and he will come by and pick up the returns.
MEMORANDUM FOR: P. Presock
FROM: L. HIGBY

As I told you I think yesterday, I want to make arrangements to take the LSAT.
Will you please write to whoever you should find out info. re the LSAT.

L.
I called George Washington yesterday...they are sending you info re the test ...
(I told them to send it to your home address) ... you should be receiving the material
in a few days. The next test will be given July 28 (at George Washington University,
American University, & Catholic U.). Other tests are scheduled in the Fall. I can
get books on these tests fr AReo or Barrens BooksStores and will work on that.
Let me know if you don't recieve the material by the end of next week......
April 10, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR: P. Presock
FROM: L. HIGBY

As I told you I think yesterday, I want to make arrangements to tak the LSAT.
Will you please write to whoever you should and find out info. re the LSAT.

L.

I called George Washington yesterday....they are sending you info re the test ...
(I told them to send it to your home address) ... you shld be receiving the material
in a few days. The next test will be given July 28 (at George Washington University,
American University, & Catholic U.) . Other tests are scheduled in the Fall. I can
get books on these tests fr ARco or Barrens BooksStores and will work on that.
Let me know if you don't recieve the material by the end of next week......